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During human evolu?on, one of the most
remarkable events was the expansion of the
upper layer of the brain: the so-called neocortex.
This event took place about 2 million years ago
and allowed us to develop the cogni?ve abili?es
that characterize modern day humans. In a
recent paper published in the scien?ﬁc journal
Science, the gene?cist Marta Florio and her
colleagues pinned down a single gene?c event
that could help explain this sudden expansion of
the neocortex. They iden?ﬁed a gene, called
ARHGAP11B, which is present in our DNA but
also in that of most humanoid species like, for
example, the chimpanzee. This gene aﬀects the
genera?on and division of brain cells in a speciﬁc
part of the neocortex. In this part of the brain
there is suﬃcient room for cell growth, which
means that it can support rapid brain expansion.
DNA and genes are sequences of molecules
called nucleo?des. There are four diﬀerent
nucleo?des, which are represented by the
leWers A, C, T, and G -and speciﬁc combina?ons
of these nucleo?des encode for speciﬁc genes.
Genes are the recipes for proteins, and proteins,
in turn perform most of the essen?al tasks in a
cell, and indeed, in the whole body. The gene
described in this study, ARHGAP11B, is actually a
duplicate of another gene that is more
widespread in the tree of life: ARHGAP11A. This
gene codes for a protein that is important for
the communica?on between cells. Because this
is a basic and essen?al cellular func?on, the
gene is almost iden?cal in other organisms, a
phenomenon called evolu?onary conserva?on.
As men?oned above, genes are sequences of
nucleo?des. The sequences that encode a gene,
however, are not con?nuous: there are pieces of
non-important sequence in between the
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important pieces. It is like reading an interes?ng
ar?cle in a magazine that places adver?sements
every other page. The chunks of sequence in a
gene that encode for a protein are called
"exons", because they are important for the
expression of the protein, and the nonimportant pieces in between them are called
introns. The "original" ARHGAP11A gene consists
of 12 exons, the parts that will be translated into
the protein, but some of these were lost during
the course of evolu?on in the "copy" gene,
ARHGAP11B. To be more precise, our current
ARHGAP11B gene is only read un?l the end of
exon 6, in contrast to the end of exon 12 in the
original gene.
By looking at the DNA sequence of both
ARHGAP11A and -B it is clear that the sequence
is almost iden?cal, especially in the proteincoding exons. One excep?on is a single
nucleo?de ("leWer") in exon 5: a C that is
subs?tuted for a G. At ﬁrst sight this seems like a
minor change, but in fact this single nucleo?de
completely changes the way the protein is made.
In fact, the structure of a big part of the protein
now becomes very diﬀerent and unique to
humans. An earlier study already determined
that this new version of the protein changes its
original func?on and that this par?cular change
gives brain cells in the neocortex the opportunity
to grow and divide at an unprecedented level.
Based on sequence informa?on available for
closely related non-human primates, Marta
Florio and her team could show that, in all other
primates, the ARHGAP11B gene lacks the
conversion from C to G in exon 5, conﬁrming it
to be a human-speciﬁc event. The next thing to
do was to test the eﬀects of the diﬀerent
versions of the gene, encoding slightly diﬀerent
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proteins, on animal development. The diﬀerent
varie?es of the ARHGAP11B gene, one with and
one without the C to G conversion, were
introduced into mouse embryos, and their brain
development was closely examined. As
expected, more dividing cells were observed in
the neocortex of mice that had received the
human-speciﬁc ARHGAP11B gene.
From all this, the conclusion is that a seemingly
simple conversion from C to G in exon 5 of
ARHGAP11B has led to a human-speciﬁc protein
structure that changed its func?on. While it lost
its original func?on, it gained an important role
in allowing speciﬁc brain cells to grow and divide
allowing the expansion of the neocortex. This is
regarded as one of the key steps in the
development of our current cogni?ve abili?es.
The molecular mechanisms by which the protein
supports this func?on are s?ll unknown, so this
will undoubtedly be a topic of future research.
Also, it is unlikely that this protein is solely
responsible for the expansion of our neocortex.
It is probably one of mul?ple (yet uniden?ﬁed)
key players, but this shouldn't obscure the
importance of the present study. It shows us
how a minor gene?c change has had widespread
eﬀects even altering the course of human
evolu?on.
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